domiculated carport, a small hemicycle for the entertainment and instruc-
tion of employees got up over the entrance and then came squash courts,
garages, etc., etc. All these, and more, came knocking for admission. We
started with a paltry $250,000 in the 'rock pile'. Before we started, it
jumped to $550,000—and as time went on landed in a pile nearer
$850,000. But we had more to show for that pile than anybody who ever,
built a similar industrial administration building of the first rank. The
entire thing thoroughly fireproof, air-conditioned, floor-heated (gravity
heat), and, including appropriate furnishings designed by the architect,
was built for about seventy-eight cents per cubic foot. And observe—
although a building is not radio, it was the psychological world-moment
for the more serious sort of thing we now did. Hib knew it (his 'hunch')
and he took the gaff with only a stab or two at his architect now and then
just for luck.
But no stabs in the back.
Jack kicked around a little—managerially. But why not? Some kicking
was a necessary feature owing to the great simplicity of that building.
Also, to preserve the great simplicity, I made some 152 trips by motor
car from Taliesin to Racine (a distance of 165 miles) to superintend the
structure, and over a period of two years in all weathers, just to get it
built the way I thought it should be built—carrying on until, towards the
end, pneumonia had me down to interrupt proceedings. More patience
had to be added to infinite patiences that great simplicity had required up
to that time. Perhaps only Ben, the Wiltscheck, our builder, can quite
realize how much was required. Ben was no contractor's contractor. He
was educated at Penn for an architect. Failing to satisfy himself with his
own designs he went out to build buildings for others. Ben was cau fait'.
He went about everywhere in Racine society on equal terms with his
employers. But more to the point, he was a careful builder—well aware
of the great importance of keeping the architect right there on the job.
Not one move would Ben make until the detailed drawings of the original
drawings were detailed some more. And so far as I know, for once in a way
the Builder did not try to destroy the Architect. There was real co-opera-
tion, confidence in each other's ability all around, and all the time. With-
out that circumstance no such building as that modern thoroughbred
could ever have been built at all. It was, and altogether, such a Simplicity
as is never found in stock. It was in no sense and nowhere—shop.
When the building was opened the world seemed to have been waiting
for the event because it was there outside trying to get in to see it. When
finally it did get in, reams of newspaper copy began to pour from the
press, and such talk!
Everyone who saw the building tried to describe it. 'It is like a woman
swimming naked in a stream. Cool, gliding, musical in movement and in
manner. The inside of an office building like a woman swimming naked
in a stream? Yes, that's right.' (Leading feature article: Life Magazine,
May 1958.)
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